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Cleanroom software engineering is a process for developing and certifying high-reliability software.

Combining theory-based engineering technologies in project management, incremental

development, software specification and design, correctness verification, and statistical quality

certification, the Cleanroom process answers today&#39;s call for more reliable software and

provides methods for more cost-effective software development.  Cleanroom originated with Harlan

D. Mills, an IBM Fellow and a visionary in software engineering. Written by colleagues of Mills and

some of the most experienced developers and practitioners of Cleanroom,  Cleanroom Software

Engineering  provides a roadmap for software management, development, and testing as

disciplined engineering practices. This book serves both as an introduction for those new to

Cleanroom and as a reference guide for the growing practitioner community. Readers will discover a

proven way to raise both quality and productivity in their software-intensive products, while reducing

costs.  Highlights   Explains basic Cleanroom theory Introduces the sequence-based specification

method Elaborates the full management, development, and certification process in a Cleanroom

Reference Model (CRM) Shows how the Cleanroom process dovetails with the SEI&#39;s

Capability Maturity Model for Software (CMM) Includes a large case study to illustrate how

Cleanroom methods scale up to large projects.
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Frequently, software development methods describe concepts in a way that suggests that one can



get better only by divine inspiration. Thankfully, this book's premise is that software development

can be done in a deterministic and algorithmic fashion, rather than a heuristic which some are better

at applying than others. The importance of this point is that while some people design software

much like artists make paintings, people can be trained in Cleanroom Engineering technology. For

95% of all software we don't need artists. Sadly, current software development methods assume

they are continuously available.My background is in controls engineering, both hardware and

software, and when things machines break due to an error in its control, there is frequent economic

loss and, regrettably but occasionally, loss of life. So, in order to avoid these things engineers in

controls development do effectively the same thing described in this book. We develop in a

stepwise fashion while always proving the implementation in the small before integrating it in the

large.I learned of Cleanroom Engineering in 1994 from the STARS project. I formalized my controls

engineering to the techniques identified in that literature to great success. When I entered software

design and engineering as a full-time effort, most of my colleagues and fellow employees thought I

was nuts when I developed software using Cleanroom Engineering. However, my software always

arrived on time, without defect, and well reused.Cleanroom Software Engineering identifies the

necessary techniques to deliver zero-defect software.
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